
PHSCE  

We have lots of PHSCE activities to choose from this week – don’t feel you have to 

complete them all this week – we can continue these next week too!  

 Masterchef Challenge:  

You are going to host a dinner party for yourself and three guests. You need to decide 

what you are going to make and which three guests you would invite and why. You can 

invite anyone you like, and you include reasons for inviting them.  

 Send my Friend to School:   

Get thinking about the impact of climate change on education by carrying out our 

‘Opinion line’ activity using stories of young people around the world. Carry out the 

campaign activity - creating paper hearts to depict the impacts school-children and 

others are facing from climate change, as well as the solutions. You may need to 

register for e link below.  

https://sendmyfriend.org/resource/2020-campaign-film/  

 Black Lives Matter!  

In this lesson, we visit a key topic of Black Lives Matter given the recent case of 

George Floyd. The lesson is around creating hope for the future – a future that is not 

based on the colour of someone's skin but the content of their character. A national 

push for an Oak Tree of Hope will be shared, where we all share a hope using 

#Iamhopefulfor and attach it to a tree as a symbol of the diversity of our society. 

This lesson is on the Oak Academy 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/black-lives-matter-ffb071  

 Don’t Step on a Bee Day – 10th July 2020  

World Bee Day is aimed at spreading awareness of the significance of bees. Bee 

campaigners also ask people everywhere to do more to help and protect the special 

insects. This year, World Bee Day will focus on bee production and supporting 

beekeepers after the coronavirus pandemic has had a negative impact on the 

beekeeping industry.  

Draw a bee outline and create a fact file about Bees – why we need to save them and 

research the different types of bees. You could also design a garden to attract bees 

and plan how to create a bee hotel and try the quiz – see how well you get on!  

https://www.bumblebeeconservation.org/bumble-

kids/activities/ https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/48308339  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/quizzes/which-bee-would-you-be-quiz  
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